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Executive summary
Environmental, governance and social
(ESG) data are used throughout financial
markets for various types of analyses,
including investment analysis, ESG
ratings
and
assessments,
and
sustainability reporting and disclosure.
The FoSDA ESG Data Gaps and Holes
Workstream undertook a review of data
used in sovereign sustainability analysis,
which includes data points for climate
change, environmental policy, public
health, income inequality and access to
services, government and regulatory
strength, political stability, and rule of
law. This report aims to identify “critical”
ESG data from five publicly available ESG
frameworks applicable in sovereign
investment to help inform policymakers,
regulators and market participants about
the critical gaps and holes in ESG factors
that matter.

Our analysis found that the sovereign
ESG data available are mainly historical
and contemporary, with a significant
presence of data gaps and holes in
several areas, including biodiversity and
climate action, civil rights, gender and
income equality, political stability, rule of
law and civic freedom, public safety and
government transparency. Missing data
points from existing publicly available
frameworks include cyber security risks
and supply-chain disruption indicators,
as well as comparable data across
geographies that relies less on culturally
sensitive or income-level biases. These
findings show that a variety of data
points, sources and technologies must
become available to satisfy the growing
user needs of ESG data across the
different types of market participants.
For example, the absence of sufficient,
consistent, and standardised countrylevel disclosure data across developed
and emerging economies makes
comparable analysis challenging. Out of
the variety of data points reviewed in our
analysis, 25 were identified of highest
importance, including data on:

Although publicly available frameworks
and guidance for sovereign debt analysis
and disclosure data exist, FoSDA found
that ESG data providers and investors
typically use proprietary frameworks
based on different methodologies and
ESG data points. Providers often adopt
some of the data points included in the
publicly available frameworks and
analyse these in combination with other
sources and third-party data, because
the existing data are usually insufficient
for their analyses and data products.
This informs how market participants are
using ESG data in their processes to
address different analytical needs and
where the critical data challenges in
doing so exist.

● Environmental: GHG emissions,
pollution,
transition
risk
and
biodiversity, with more data gaps
than holes. Data holes were
highlighted in areas linked to
environmental policy and climate
resilience measures.
● Social: Health, income inequality and
access to services, and the only pillar
where neither gaps nor holes were
present for some data points. The
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GINI index ranked highly across all
surveyed participants, despite its
gaps in the metric for accurately and
robustly
estimating
income
inequality, wealth, development and
living standards.

collaboration between the ESG data
ecosystem with governments, regulators
and standard-setting bodies to unlock
the critical sovereign ESG data needed to
satisfy a variety of user needs. A solution
for addressing existing data availability,
gaps and holes for sovereign ESG data
could involve implementing an open and
independently
governed
data
infrastructure, where ESG data is
discoverable and securely accessible.

● Governance:
Political
stability,
corruption, rule of law, civic freedoms
and public accountability, with a high
presence of data holes across these
critical governance factors.
This report contributes to the emerging
debate over sustainability reporting and
the need for financial markets to have
access to accurate, comparable, and
reliable
ESG
data.
While
the
standardisation of sovereign debt
analysis is not the end goal, there are
ever-growing calls for standardised
country-level ESG disclosures. This can
only be achieved through multilateral

The report findings are important to drive
forward the market debate over data
quality, availability and consistency that
market participants require in order to
align and deliver on sustainability
objectives, as well as increase
allocations
towards
positive
sustainability
outcomes
through
investment opportunities in sovereign
debt.
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Introduction
Sustainability considerations help focus
capital markets on allocating and scaling
up investments that can accelerate the
world’s transition to an environmentally,
socially and well-governed sustainable
future. However, the integration of
environmental, social and governance
(ESG) factors into global asset allocation
is a complex process that requires
access to wide-ranging and comparable
data across different asset classes,
industries and geographies. Moreover,
the
practice
of
assessing
the
sustainability context of investments and
capital flows has taken place over
different time horizons, with ESG
integration into equity and corporate
fixed income starting much earlier than
in other asset classes such as sovereign
debt.

Sustainable Data Alliance (FoSDA) was
formed in 2020 as a multi-member
initiative that aims to address the urgent
need to foster collaboration in the
sustainability and ESG data ecosystem.
FoSDA membership includes among
others, the SIX Group, Moody’s ESG
Solutions, S&P Global, Bloomberg, LSEG
(London Stock Exchange Group), Clarity
AI, the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP),
ASIFMA, Icebreaker One, OMFIF, the
Climate Bonds Initiative.
In this report we share our preliminary
findings of the analysis of sovereign ESG
data through the review of five
authoritative, publicly available and
globally recognised sovereign ESG
frameworks and we explore the
challenges when using that data for
sovereign ESG analysis. Our findings are
the result of a combination of desk
research and targeted engagement with
investors and FoSDA ESG Data Gaps and
Holes Workstream members who
reviewed and provided feedback on our
work.

In recent years, there have been
intensified
efforts
by
market
participants, including data providers,
standard-setting bodies and regulators,
as well as investors and issuers, to
understand, collaborate and further
improve the accessibility, quality and
reporting standards of sustainability
data. Against this backdrop, the Future of

.

1. The challenges and opportunities of sovereign ESG data
Data Gaps are defined as instances
where reporting frameworks exist, and
datasets are requested and collected –
but they are not always adequately
populated. Data Holes go beyond Gaps
and represent instances where there are
limited reporting frameworks, guidance,

ESG data gaps and holes
In 2021, FoSDA’s Data Council initiated a
process of identifying and mapping gaps
and holes in currently available primary
sustainability data and ESG datasets.
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or best practices, and where at times
there is uncertainty about what exact
data would be most useful and relevant
for financial market actors.

brings
opportunities
to
advance
sustainability reporting practice and
standards for this asset class.
Nevertheless, significant challenges
remain. This is because of the
differences in the analytical views of
which sustainability factors are material
to sovereign debt analysis across
financial market participants. In addition,
there are gaps in the accessibility,
temporality (time-horizon) and coverage
of the primary ESG data that is used to
assess the sustainability performance of
sovereign issuers.

The 2021 mapping exercise focused on
the corporate ESG data reporting and
availability and highlighted a consensus
among the FoSDA members about the
critical primary data points that are
commonly missing, or are inadequately
populated, although they are relevant for
investment decision-making1.
In 2022, FoSDA’s Data Council, through
its flagship Workstream on ESG Data
Gaps and Holes, expanded the analysis
to sovereign ESG data. This choice was
informed by several trends. On one hand,
sovereign debt represents one of the
largest asset classes with low levels of
risk in capital markets. On the other, it
represents a shift towards emerging
markets as investors look to maintain or
increase investment returns2, diversify
their fixed-income portfolios3 and align
their
capital
allocations
with
4
sustainability objectives . Additionally,
the rapid growth of sustainable finance
across both developed and emerging
markets has spurred heightened market
demand for sovereign ESG data and
information. Indeed, the issuance of
sustainable bonds continues to surge
despite market headwinds and the
outlook remains positive.5

The complexity of the sovereign ESG
data ecosystem
Sustainability factors have already been
included in sovereign debt analysis for
decades in various forms to help
investors measure investment risks. To a
large extent, governance factors have
had a more prominent role than
environmental
or
social
factors.
However, with the growth of sustainable
finance, ESG data are increasingly
needed to help evaluate the impact of
investments in sovereign sustainability,
green or social bonds, as well as
sustainability-linked bonds, loans and
funds
linked
to
country-level
environmental or social key performance
indicators (KPIs).
The assessment of the sustainability
performance, risks and impacts of
sovereigns requires different types of

As a result, the FoSDA members
recognise that this current landscape

Emerging Market Debt, Principal Financial Group, December
2021, WSJ
4 Aligning financial flows with sustainability goals: The case
for sovereign climate and nature reporting, 31 January 2022,
the World Bank
5 Sustainable bond volumes resilient in Q2 despite tighter
financial conditions , 28 July 2022, Moody’s ESG Solutions

1

FoSDA Data Gaps and Holes review, 2021, the Future of
Sustainable Data Alliance
2Core investors turn away from developed sovereign bonds,
08 June 2021, OMFIF
3 Searching for Yield and Diversification in Emerging Market
Debt, Damien Buchet, CFA, Chief Investment Officer,
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Climate Change Indicators Dashboard,8
the NGFS released the Climate Scenarios
Portal,9 and the UN PRI and an investorled coalition are developing ASCOR as a
publicly available tool which will enhance
investors’ decision-making towards net
zero goals.10

data and information than that of
corporate issuers. Assessment still
largely depends on proprietary analytical
frameworks or models developed by
investors or ESG rating data providers
that combine vast amounts primary
datasets
curated
by
multilateral
agencies and country-level composite
data
from
third-party
specialist
organisations. As the data ecosystem
has matured over the past decade, many
multilateral organisations have added
sovereign sustainability and ESG to their
data nomenclature. For example, the
Global SDG Indicators Database has
been progressively developed since the
global indicator framework was first
adopted under the United Nations
system in 2017,6 while the World Bank
launched the Sovereign ESG Portal in
2019 to provide access and transparency
of ESG data for sovereign analysis and
decision-making.7
More recently, market initiatives have
focused on the development of publicly
available modelled data and tools which
measure and assess the impact of
economic activities on climate change.
Since 2021, the IMF, together with other
international organisations, launched the

Sustainability factors that measure
multidimensional issues usually lack
self-reported or primary country-level
data. As a result, they tend to be derived
from composite data developed by thirdparty specialised organisations. These
assessments
aim
to
provide
measurements of how sovereigns
guarantee the protection of different
categories of rights for their citizens,
how they ensure political stability and
social cohesion, or what policies and
measures they put in place to ensure an
effective and just transition to lowcarbon economies. Examples of
composite data points include the
Fragile States Index from the Fund for
Peace,11 the Freedom in the World annual
survey released by Freedom House,12 the
Social Progress Index published by the
Social Progress Imperative,13 or the
Energy Transition Index from the World
Economic Forum,14 to name a few.
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The Assessing Sovereign Climate-related Opportunities
and Risks (ASCOR) Project, UN Principles for Responsible
Investment, accessed online in September 2022
11 The Fragile States Index, The Fund For Peace
12
Freedom in the World, Freedom House
13 The Social Progress Index, Social Progress Imperative
14 Fostering Effective Energy Transition, World Economic
Forum

UN Resolution adopted by the General Assembly on the
Work of the Statistical Commission pertaining to the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development, 06 July 2017, The
United Nations
7 World Bank launches Sovereign ESG Data Portal, 29
October 2019, The World Bank
8 IMF Climate Change Indicators Dashboard, IMF
9 NGFS Climate Scenarios Portal, The Network for Greening
the Financial System (NGFS)
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Our research approach
Notwithstanding this complex data
environment, FoSDA’s ESG Data Gaps
and Holes Workstream believes that
access to a robust landscape of the
sovereign ESG data should address all
the
pillars
of
sustainability:
environmental, social and governance.
With the vast amount of data and
information pertaining to sovereign
sustainability, this could be perceived as
a challenging task involving the
identification and review of hundreds of
sources and data points. However, such
an undertaking is key to uncovering the
common challenges in finding and
accessing publicly available material

data for sovereign ESG analysis that can
pave the way for positive growth in ESG
capital allocation. Therefore, as part of
our collaborative efforts in 2022,
FoSDA’s Workstream on ESG Data Gaps
and Holes has undergone a preliminary
review and mapping to identify a critical
or ‘must-have’ sovereign dataset
composed of primary ESG data points.
For this review, we considered five
publicly
available
authoritative
frameworks that are applicable in
sovereign debt analysis, as listed in
Table 1. We then shared a list of data
points and data indicators for industry
feedback.

Framework or Guidance

The European Supervisory Authorities’
Regulatory Technical Standards, the
Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation
(SFDR)

Description

EU Regulation 2019/2088 of The European Parliament
& of The Council on sustainability‐
related disclosures in the financial services sector,
published 27 November 2019
A regulatory disclosure framework for investments and
products for asset managers and other investors within
the European Union, the main provisions of which have
been applicable since March 2021. It covers 18
mandatory and 46 additional disclosure metrics
spanning corporate, real estate and sovereign
sustainable investment analysis.

Sovereign ESG Data Framework,
World Bank

World Bank’s Sovereign ESG data portal for open
access to World Bank data, launched in October 2019
The web-based tool provides a platform for discovering
available data relevant to sovereign ESG analysis and
decision making. The Sovereign ESG Framework
provides a list of 67 data indicators between the
Environmental, Social and Governance pillars across 17
“sustainability themes”.
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Sovereign Climate and Nature-Related
Reporting Proposal and Recommendations,
World Bank

Proposal paper for a Risks and Opportunities
Disclosure Framework for Sovereign Climate and
Nature Reporting, published in January 2022
World Bank’s published guidance and proposed
framework for sovereign-related reporting and
disclosures, covering Climate and Nature (or Biodiversity
related) reporting, built on the TCFD and SEEA.

EIB Country Risk Scoring Framework,
European Investment Bank

A working paper on the EIB’s scoring model framework
for assessing country-level climate change risk,
published in May 2021
Proprietary framework developed by the European
Investment Bank for country-level assessments for
physical and transition risks that could materialise in the
next 5-10 years.

A Practical Guide to ESG Integration in
Sovereign Debt, UN Principles for
Responsible Investment

UN-sponsored PRI published guidance for signatories
to integrate ESG into sovereign debt, intended for
sovereign issuers and the investor community,
published in August 2019
In collaboration with the CFA, the UN Principles for
Responsible Investment published ESG integration
guidance for sovereign debt investment, with
recommended data sources and indicators available for
use.

Table 1: Frameworks which include primary ESG data that are applicable in sovereign debt analysis, FoSDA,
2022

In our review, it was also important to
consider some of the key fundamental
differences that exist between how
sustainability data is reported and used
in sovereign debt versus corporate
analysis.

reporting requirements and guidance
recommendations, have considerably
augmented the quality and accessibility
of primary, self-reported ESG data for
corporate issuers. These processes and
tools are more complex to develop and
implement for sovereign issuers, and as
a result, sovereign ESG data are less selfreported and more based on third-partyderived or proxy data.

First, there are far greater number of
established
frameworks
and
benchmarks for corporate rather than for
sovereign sustainability reporting.

Therefore, while the five frameworks
covered by our review have different
scopes of applicability and analytical
use, we believe their inclusion in our
initial analysis responded well to these

Second,
issuer
engagement
and
benchmarking by sustainability rating
providers and as part of investor
stewardship,
alongside
growing
10

first steps of identifying a critical dataset
of primary ESG data used in sovereign
debt analysis.

2. A prioritisation and risk versus
impact analysis, where FoSDA
members were invited to rank the
primary ESG data points and to
identify if the data point is used for
risk analysis or to determine impact.

Our analysis was performed in three
steps:
1. An overlap analysis to consolidate
both unique and similar primary ESG
data points included in these
frameworks which were then
categorised by sustainability pillar.
This also included indicating the
presence of gaps and holes in the
data points and an assessment of
the temporality of the data points.

3. Interviews were conducted with fixed
income investors to validate and
complement our initial analysis with
the
prioritisation,
gaps/holes,
temporality and risk or impact
analysis on the dataset and answer
questions on the frameworks
analysed.
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Our findings
label while performing the overlap
analysis, so FOSDA grouped data points
on a common theme basis within each
pillar and assigned broad categories.
These categories or themes were
consolidated
and
compared
to
understand the overlap and breadth of
information provided for data points by
each framework.

A
combination
of
data
points
recommended across all frameworks is
needed for a sufficiently broad coverage
of material factors across all three
pillars for sovereign ESG analysis
Data points and their groupings
presented in different frameworks
differed by language or

Framework ovelap on data items grouped by pillar
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
Environmental

WB Sovereign ESG

Governance

WB Nature-Related

UNPRI / CFA

Social

EIB Climate

SFDR

Figure 1: Overlap and spread of the data items extracted from the recommendations of the five frameworks
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Figure 1 illustrates the spread of the 213
data items extracted from the five
frameworks and their recommendations,
showing that a majority of data items
(107) belonged within the Environmental
pillar. Here we see some overlap
between the extracted data within the
three “pillars” of Environmental, Social
and Governance elements, highlighting
the distribution and volume of unique
data points within each pillar from the
five framework sources. The SFDR data
metrics covered the fewest data points,
while the World Bank’s sovereign ESG
data framework had the widest coverage
across all three pillars. However, for an
exhaustive set of unique data points to
cover the three pillars, each framework
provided a significant amount of distinct
data points and data sources relevant for
sovereign ESG data analysis.

in order for the dataset to be as
exhaustive as possible and allow for the
breadth of coverage to uncover material
data on a more granular level, these data
points were kept in order to assess the
data challenges within the data pillars
and respective categories.
The
dataset
contains
environmental data points

mostly

As figure 2 illustrates, environmental
data points make up 50% of the dataset.
While some data points did overlap with
social and governance factors, the
majority of the numerous data points
comprising the environmental pillar
remained unique or stand-alone. This is
likely due to the emerging risks and
nascent awareness of environmental
impacts in sustainability analysis of
sovereigns, especially with regards to
climate change and biodiversity.
Moreover, data points used for
environmental factors are still less
developed compared to those related to
government and social factors, which
have been developed and utilised in
sovereign debt analysis for many
decades. Some overlap exists, for
example environmental factors can
impact social and governance metrics,
such as with the environmental impacts
on food security and its impact on health
and nutrition (social pillar), but the risks
and impact analysis from the underlying
data points are mainly determined by the
individual user of the data.

While there was some overlap between
the 213 data items extracted from the
five frameworks, ~88%, or 188 unique
data points remained from the 213 that
were mined. We then grouped and
assigned broad categories to the data
points which made up the long list that
was sent to members for feedback.
It is worth noting that some data items
that were kept in the dataset could be
considered similar or derivatives of
others (for example, absolute GHG
emissions and addition to GHG
emissions reduction percentage from
previous year were both included in the
dataset as unique data points). However,
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Breakdown of FoSDA's Sovereign ESG data points
by "E, S & G" pillar

Governance
25%

Environmental
50%

Environmental
Social
Governance

Social
25%

Figure 2: Breakdown of FoSDA’s 188 Sovereign ESG points by “E, S & G” pillar

Most respondents use their own frameworks
Figure 3 illustrates the responses received from the selected fixed-income investors and
FoSDA members who were interviewed about the sovereign ESG data research and
mapping exercise.

Knowledge and use of the sovereign ESG
frameworks analysed
100%
80%
60%
40%

20%
0%
Do you have a proprietary
sovereign ESG data
framework?

Do you use any of these
five frameworks?

Yes

Partial

Do you incorporate these
frameworks' data points
into your sovereign ESG
analysis?

No

Figure 3: Feedback from the selected fixed-income investors and FoSDA member
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While economic factors are typically
perceived as the primary factor in
determining
capital
allocations,
sovereign investments can also be
historically and politically, as well as
morally determined. For example, it was
mentioned that sovereign engagement
for sovereign debt investment was
mainly “technocratically determined”,
highlighting differences between how
investment decisions are determined.

investments, where ESG analysis is
mainly used to complement existing
investment analysis and frameworks,
with qualitative analysis (rather than data
driven quantitative directives) mostly
determining where capital is allocated.
25 out of 188 were “critical” data points
A list of 25 data points was obtained
from the prioritisation exercise as
depicted in Table 2 on the next page. Of
the 188 data points rated on a scale of 0
to 3, 25 data points with an average score
of 2.5 or higher were considered the
most important, or “critical” dataset.

Other frameworks that were used by
surveyed participants
Unsurprisingly, most responders used
the SFDR framework in their proprietary
solutions and framework analysis, with
some raw data points listed in the ESG
dataset incorporated into their analysis
and/or
client
solutions.
Other
frameworks used, especially for data
comprising the Environmental pillar in
their analysis and solutions, included the
UN Sustainable Development Goals
frameworks, and data from the EU,
EDGAR, the Emissions Database for
Global
Atmospheric
Research
(specifically for developed markets),
Climate Action Tracker, the Transition
Pathway Initiative (TPI), and WEF’s The
Energy Transition Index.

Environmental: Data points in emissions
and pollution, transition risk, biodiversity
or
nature-related
as
well
as
environmental
governance
and
resilience spending (such as green
bonds, or climate-related targets) scored
highly in the prioritisation scoring.
Social: Data points for health and
nutrition, access to services as well as
inequality and poverty were the highest
scoring data point categories.
Governance: Data points in categories
such as government and regulatory
effectiveness,
corruption,
political
stability and rule of law as well as civil
liberties and human rights were rated as
most important.

While ESG is increasingly becoming
integrated into sovereign debt analysis,
FoSDA’s initial findings suggest they are
still not critically defining factors in
capital allocation for fixed income
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Pillar
Environmental

Category

Data item
GHG intensity

Emissions and pollution

PM2.5 air pollution, mean annual exposure
Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs)

Country-level resilience measures

NDC targets

Green securities & carbon pricing

Green / environmental bonds
Current renewables production in primary
energy consumption

Transition risk: mitigation and energy
security

Renewable energy consumption
Renewable electricity output
Electricity production from coal sources
Fossil fuel energy consumption
Water stress

Biodiversity or nature-related
Social

Territorial and marine protected areas
Hospital beds

Health and Nutrition

Mortality rate, under-5

Living standards, inequality and poverty GINI index
Governance

Access to services

Access to electricity

Strong governance and regulatory
effectiveness

Regulatory quality
Government effectiveness
Control of corruption

Political stability and rule of law

Rule of law
Absence of violence/terrorism
Freedom of information and speech
Press freedom

Civil liberty and human rights

Freedom of expression
Voice and accountability

Table 2: Prioritised data points by pillar and broad category.

There are many ways to determine the
“critical” dataset from data points with
the highest priority, by taking a median
score across the responses, or by
looking at the data points which were
most frequently rated highest priority.
However, only one data point across all
responses
achieved
an
average
prioritisation score of 3: the World Bank’s
GINI coefficient or index, which is a welladopted measure of inequality in income

distribution. However, data gaps in
determining GINI scores were also
highlighted as a key challenge.
Some data points within the FoSDA
dataset were marked as not included in
ESG analysis, but these data sets are still
used in their fixed income or debt
analysis (for example, inflation and other
economic indicators), highlighting their
relevance for sovereign analysis. This
16

distinction
was
highlighted
responders’ feedback.

in

for breakdown of participants), of the
188 data points in the dataset, 89
(almost half, at 47%) of data points (the
statistical mode) were most frequently
labelled with a priority rating of 3, and
161 (86%) were given a priority rating of
3 by at least one respondent. This clearly
highlights the differing preferences
amongst the respondents in the
underlying data points in their sovereign
ESG data analysis, demonstrating a
significant need for access to a diverse
set of reliable, accurate and consistent
data points available to the market.

Material governance data points were
missing
Additional data points highlighted by
respondents which were not covered in
our dataset mainly belonged in the
Governance pillar. These included fiscal
transparency (a component of the “G”
datapoint “Voice of Accountability”),
using third parties such as the Open
Budget surveys and corresponding Open
Budget index, as well as sector specific
indicators such as for manufacturing,
aviation, and marine distribution. Cyber
disruption or security was another major
indicator which was highlighted as of
increasing relevance by responders’
input.

There are more gaps than holes in
sovereign ESG data for sovereign debt
analysis
As Figure 4 below depicts, proportionally
more holes were found within the data
points in the environmental and
governance pillars compared with the
social pillar.

Access to an exhaustive and diverse set
of data points for ESG analysis is
required
If we look at the individual responses
received for the data points (see Annex 2
.

Gaps and holes analysis
Gap

Hole

Neither

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Environmental

Governance

Social

Figure 4: The spread of gaps and holes of the data points by pillar within the sovereign ESG dataset
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Reviewing the gaps and hole per pillar,
we also note:
● For the Environmental pillar, the
majority of holes compared to gaps
are found in biodiversity or naturerelated data points, as well as
environmental
regulatory
and
government-initiated
resilience
measures.
● For the Governance pillar, data holes
exist on government-disclosed civil
liberty and human rights data and
regulatory, political and rule of law
effectiveness.
● For the Social pillar, the main holes
are found in data used to determine
human
rights
(to
contrast
government-disclosed information),
access to services, inequality, and
health.

investors is still evolving and not without
significant data challenges.
For the social and governance pillars, a
majority of holes were attributed to the
lack of data for country coverage (e.g.
access to education), the lack of
publication
or
transparency
of
government disclosures (e.g. regulatory
quality or the absence of violence or
terrorism), and the subjective nature of
certain data indicators to cultural or
political bias (e.g. control of corruption,
gender equality or freedom of
information or expression).
FoSDA’s performed data gaps and holes
analysis for verification from surveyed
participants and proved mostly aligned
with other responses, with few data
points indicated to be gaps, rather than
holes or neither a gap nor a hole (1%
variance between FoSDA gaps and holes
analysis compared with responses).
However, it became clear that the initial
gaps and holes analysis performed here
would require deeper geographical
dimensional analysis due to the differing
data availability and quality across
developed and emerging economies.

Data points within the Social pillar seem
to contain the least gaps or holes, with
the highest proportion of “neither”
responses, albeit gaps and holes in data
points remain. While analysis showed
more data gaps than data holes,
feedback still uncovered a significant
amount of data holes for all pillars,
representing a little less than a third for
each pillar, thereby highlighting the need
for better access to and availability of
these data.

The data available comprises mostly
backward-looking data which presents a
wider challenge

Within the “critical” dataset, all
Environmental
data
points
were
considered gaps, rather than holes,
highlighting the inconsistent methods
and scattered approach used to
calculate environmental factors for
sovereign ESG analysis. Indeed, the
environmental data ecosystem for

As figure 5 on the next page illustrates,
most of the data points listed are
backward-looking data points, especially
for the Social pillar.
While the Environmental pillar included
more forward-looking data points,
forward-looking data or data used for
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scenario analysis and forecasting are
primarily modelled on historical and/or
contemporary datasets. Since these data
come with their own challenges, such as
infrequent
updates
and
limited
availability, especially with regards to
contemporary data which would be more
accurate and reliable through real-time
(or near real-time) feeds, a cascading
effect of further accuracy in forwardlooking data points becomes a real
problem. Additionally, forward-looking
data needs to be compared consistently
over defined timeframes and reporting
cycles to assess the reliability of such
data, for example with regards to

spending
or
environmental
commitments, while the time-horizons
for data points could determine the risk
or impact capacity of the information
provided.
For
the
Governance
pillar,
the
contemporary data that is available
varies from country to country, especially
when
comparing
developed
and
emerging markets. This is due to the
limited data available on country-specific
statistics either accessed through nonprofit bodies such as the World Bank or
World Economic Forum, but also
government-disclosed data via portals.

Temporal analysis of the FoSDA ESG dataset
Backward looking

Contemporary

Forward looking

Environmental

Social

Governance

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Figure 5: Temporal coverage by pillar of the underlying data points as a percentage of the whole dataset
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Not much difference between FoSDA’s
temporality categorisation analysis of
the data points was noted (<1%
difference), with most being backwardlooking (a little less than 60%). Only 10%
of all data points are forward-looking.
There is also a challenge with forwardlooking data or forecasts, as these
models rely on backward-looking data,
where data gaps and holes exist. While
initiatives exist to enhance forecasting
and future-looking metrics (e.g. NGFS),
as well as advanced technology, satellite
imaging, the use of real-time data and
even machine learning in other data use
cases, the need to improve the quality,
transparency and availability of the
underlying data sets still remains
important for ESG data analysis,
especially when assessing a country’s
resilience to climate change and disaster
response.

manner, in addition to (and not just for)
quantitative analysis.
Figure 6 below illustrates the distribution
of data points within the broad
categories which are used by responders
to determine risk or impact analysis. The
data points are sums of all individual
responses on those data points,
aggregated by category. Of the
responses received, a mixed and often
inconsistent labelling of risk or impact
use of data point was observed.
Certain categories of data points were
more risk-related indicators than impact
indicators. However, the spread of the
responses indicated that risk and impact
analysis on the data point level at this
stage of the research was not clear.
Some categories, such as environmental
governance spending (environmental
tax, budgets, and programme funding) as
well as country-level resilience measures
(such as disclosed NDC targets and
climate-scenario
projections)
were
frequently listed as useful for impact
measurement. Similarly, for the social
pillar, education and skill level data
points seem to be used to assess direct
impact rather than risk, as well as the
governance pillar category “civil liberty
and human rights”. This is especially
important as these data point categories
also indicate a high number of data
holes, which follows from the lack of
forward-looking impact level data
available for sovereign ESG analysis.

Data used for risk and impact analysis
cannot be determined on an individual
data point level for the FoSDA sovereign
ESG dataset
Although quantifying the risk and impact
analysis was the most challenging
aspect of this research, we found that
data points sometimes served a dual
purpose in determining risk and impact.
Through feedback and engagement, it
was determined that risk and impact
analysis is performed more on a
spectrum basis, and the data points
described could be used in a qualitative
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Aggregated responses of labelled data points as either risk
or impact indicators in each category
Risk

Impact

Both

Neither

Environmental

Biodiversity or Nature-related
Transition risk: mitigation and energy security
Physical risk: chronic
Emissions and pollution
Country-level resilience measures
Government spending
Transition risk: Exposure
Environmental impact on food security
Physical risks: Adaptation capacity
Physical risk: acute
Green Securities and Carbon Pricing
Living standards, inequality and poverty
Health and Nutrition
Social cohesion
Access to Services
Demography
Employment
Education and skills
Human rights
Economic environment
Civil liberty and human rights
Strong governance and regulatory effectiveness
Political stability and rule of law
Gender
Corruption, malpractice and non-compliance
Innovation
Institutional strength

Social
Governance
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Figure 6: Risk and impact responses per data point, aggregated by category
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Our observations following investor engagement
Data providers and investors want
different data for different needs

Sovereign
ESG
analysis
data
standardisation is not the end goal,
disclosure data standardisation is

Initial findings indicate that investors
may prefer fewer data indicators and
focus on the materiality of the data
compared with the quantity of data
points that make up an indicator,
although preference for availability of
“source” data was expressed. This
contrasts with data providers who
seemed to prefer multiple data points to
assess the quality and accuracy of the
data indicators produced, compared with
“materiality” of the data point as a priority
which differs from investor to investor.
Prioritisation of data points was thus a
secondary function. One participant
commented on the limitations of World
Bank data, and the use of multiple other
data sets, as well as third-party
conducted engagements and surveys to
supplement their analysis. Others
commented on the difficulty in assessing
subjective data indicators, such as for
human rights, living standards (leading
metric used being the GINI index) or
gender, attributed to the differences in
cultural norms and differing political
beliefs and regimes. Investors expressed
the intention to deprioritise indicators
which skew positive scoring in line with
country income levels, thus avoiding a
culturally or “western-centric” bias and
promoting benefits from globally
distributed teams and analysts from
different cultural heritages.

The standardisation of sovereign ESG
analysis is near impossible, not to
mention counterproductive, as capital
investments are driven by different
preferences and portfolio objectives.
However, the need for reliable, accurate
and consistent data is evident from the
existence of the vast amount of data
gaps and especially holes that exist for
the data points listed in this analysis. For
example, to assess climate policy and
resilience measures, non-profits such as
Climate Action Tracker15 are being used
to bridge the gap in country-level climate
action in the absence of any
standardised disclosures to measure
progress towards decarbonisation goals.
It
follows
that
the
need
for
standardisation
across
sovereign
disclosure and regulatory reporting is
evident for satisfactory analysis to
enable capital to flow into sovereign
debt, especially to those countries which
may have the maximum ability for
positive ESG impact and growth
compared
with
established
and
inveterated industries and economies.
This is especially true for those countries
which are at maximum risk of the
impacts of, for example, climate change
and biodiversity loss, but are well placed
to develop new and innovative measures
to mitigate and adapt to the effects.

15

Climate Action Tracker, CAT, a collaboration between
New Climate Institute and Climate Analytics
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Can we continue to rely on specialised
data providers to bridge the critical gaps
and holes in sovereign ESG data?

providers are not transparent, enabling
access to potential sources of raw and
critical datasets for sovereign ESG in a
scalable, consistent, reliable, and
shareable way through a known and
single-access point may enhance the
quality of data and address the need for
better data to align sovereign financial
investment flows with sustainability
goals.

Even within the existing available data
indicators and metrics that exist, there is
still a dependence on specialist data
providers to fill the data gaps and holes
for sovereign ESG analysis. While the
underlying methodologies and some
sources of these data by specialist data
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Our final thoughts on this research
The “critical sovereign ESG dataset”
needs to be further developed through
engagement and collaboration: The 25
data points spanning Environmental,
Social and Governance pillars identified
as critical for sovereign sustainability do
not present the full picture. Further
analysis of other leading framework data
recommendations, such as the IMF’s
Sovereign Risk and Debt Sustainability
Framework16 is pending, as well as the
future publications of the SFDR and PRI’s
ASCOR project which would complement
and enhance FoSDA’s work without
duplicating efforts. Other work such as
those carried out by the International
Public Sector Accounting Standards
Board (IPSASB) will be explored in future
FoSDA ESG data work as calls to develop
standardised sustainability reporting for
sovereign issuers grow17. Additionally,
the need to align with Sustainable
Development Goals indicators is crucial
to include developing countries which
have adopted the SDG framework.
Collaborative efforts across the industry
and various actors are imperative
through wide scale engagement across
FoSDA members and other leading
initiatives or framework providers such
as SDGN, NGFS and the PRI’s Sovereign
Working Group. This will continue to
drive capital allocation through ESG
integration
to
address
global
sustainability issues.

preference for market standardisation of
sovereign ESG data analysis as
proprietary frameworks are used, and
varying data needs exist across groups
of market actors. For example, investors
may prefer fewer data indicators and
focus on materiality in their proprietary
sovereign ESG frameworks, contrasting
with data providers, who prefer multiple
data points for quality and accuracy as
“materiality” will differ across their
clients. Standardised templates for
sovereign ESG analysis may be
beneficial across an investor’s portfolios,
but care must be taken to avoid
disadvantaging lower-income countries
compared to higher income ones.
Overall,
there
is
a
need
for
standardisation of country-level ESG
disclosures and reporting to make
analysis more robust, comparable, and
interoperable
across
multiple
jurisdictions.

We need to define what sort of data
standardisation is needed: There is no

There are geographical differences in
data availability and accessibility: While
data providers and investors have
methods and engagement activities to
overcome the data gaps and holes, there
are still challenges, especially for
emerging markets, along with resource
constraints and issues due to cultural or
political biases. It will be necessary for
country regulators and policymakers to
collaborate
on
standardised
sustainability reporting to enable more
capital flows to align with sustainability
objectives. Companies such as OpenGov

16

17

Sovereign Risk and Debt Sustainability Framework
(SRDSF) policy paper, 8 August 2022, IMF

Advancing public-sector sustainability reporting, 9 May
2022, IPSASB
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and government-focused initiatives are
addressing the demand for open
government data which will help drive
transparency
and
accountability,
bridging the gap between capital
allocation
based
on
trustworthy
government
data
and
impactful
investments in an effective and
consistent way.

sharing, driven by international governing
bodies on a cross-country scale, for
example,
like
the
European
Commission’s European Single Access
Point (ESAP) proposal to provide
centralised access to publicly available
information for financial services, capital
markets and sustainability. This can be
made possible by ensuring critical data,
such as sovereign ESG disclosures and
reporting data, is discoverable through
an independently and openly governed
data infrastructure by a Trust Framework
which can automate authentication and
access conditions. Such a solution
should be developed in collaboration
with international reporting and standard
setting bodies who are driving
sustainability disclosure, transparency
and positive ESG action.

Easy, open access to and availability of
sovereign ESG data is needed to deploy
capital sustainably: There remain
challenges around the development and
maintenance of a “central repository” of
openly available ESG data, such as
sovereign ESG reporting and disclosures
for sovereign issuers and other users.
This challenge can be overcome by a
focus on the standardisation of data
discovery (search), access and data
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Annex
1. Glossary of terms used in this paper
Definition

Scoring Scale and/or meaning

Prioritisation score = importance
of the data point for responder’s
activity i.e., nice-to-have vs musthave

0: not important at all to conduct assessment lack of direct
connection to risk or impact, profitability, cost, or otherwise for the
data point
1: nice to have or emerging topic so interesting to get access to
these data but not yet critical for our assessment / low risk or
impact on profitability, cost, or otherwise for the data point
2: important data to contribute to our assessment, moderate risk
or impact associated with the data point, likely impact on our
investment analyses and other considerations, but in the absence
of this data, we can figure out a proxy
3: high importance associated with the data point, high or likely
high risk and impact associated with this data point, without this
data our assessments are insufficient and would result in negative
screening/unfavourable scoring.
A data gap is defined as instances where reporting frameworks
exist, and datasets are requested and collected – but they are not
always adequately populated.

Data gaps

Data holes

Data holes refer to instances where there are limited robust
frameworks, guidance, or best practices for data, and where at
times there is uncertainty about what exact data would be needed
or most useful.

Temporality

Temporality here refers to the time instances of the data in terms
of whether it can be used to assess past (historical or backward
looking), present (contemporary or on-going) or future (forwardlooking) conditions.

Risk

The probabilities for loss due to underlying vulnerability or
uncertainties referring to the associated exposure of countries to
factors that can affect their environmental, social and governance
sustainability.
The consequences should a risk or combination of risks
materialise as a measure of associated externalities related to
how countries account for the benefits and costs to their country,
society, and the environment.

Impact
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2. Initial engagement and responses obtained from FoSDA research
Interviewees
Data providers

Investors

Other

Other
13%

Investors
25%
Data providers
62%

While the initial research focused on
targeted engagement with significant
sovereign fixed income investors and
responses from the FoSDA ESG Data
Gaps and Holes Workstream members,
we recognise that a much broader level
of input is necessary to increase the
scope and findings of this initial analysis.

Over the last three months, FoSDA’s
sovereign ESG data point analysis work
has elicited feedback from at least 8
voices
spanning
specialist
data
providers, investors, and sovereign data
groups to confirm and validate our initial
findings.

3. Digging deeper into the framework data points and their overlaps
The heat map below shows an overlap
analysis of data grouped into their
respective “pillars”, showing totals of the

extracted data items from the different
frameworks and recommendations
analysed.
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Pillar

World Bank
Sovereign
ESG

World Bank
NatureRelated

EIB Climate
recommenda
tions

PRI / CFA

SFDR

Total

Environmental

107
27

46

8

24

2

Governance

57
18

10

25

4

Social

49
22

Total (data points)

•

67

23

56

56

4

24

10

213

● PRI/CFA’s recommendations did not
distinguish between emissions as an
independent
category,
rather
included it within their environmental
or climate risk themes

EIB’s
recommendations
mainly
focused on climate-related factors to
supplement existing sovereign debt
analysis, except for one data point,
which looked at the financing / fiscal
ability to uphold climate-related
themes

● The only framework with an
emphasis on gender was the World
Bank’s sovereign ESG framework,
while others did not specifically
record gender equality as a
particularly important data indicator.
Discussions were had around the
relevance of gender as an important
indicator due to the relevance of
gender equality within education,
workforce (especially within farming
and other environmentally significant
sectors such as clothing), as a key
indicator
for
future
progress,
however, it was also noted that
factors such as these could not be
standardised across countries due to
the differences in cultural norms and
societal structure

● SFDR’s data points were limited
compared with the data metric
disclosure
requirements
for
corporates and real-estate. These
included all the data metrics included
in the directive, including the
“additional” disclosures, not just the
mandatory ones
● The World Bank’s Nature related
framework
recommendations
focused more on the governmental,
fiscal, and environmental data items
with a significant lack of socialspecific data items
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4. “Critical” data points: data points which scored an average of 2.5 or

higher in the prioritisation rating scale across received responses
Category

Data point or item

Data indicator,
Risk or
metric or additional Gap or
Framework
Temporality impact
information for
hole?
source (primary)
metric?
calculation
Environmental

GHG intensity
Emissions and
pollution

Country-level
resilience
measures

PM2.5 air pollution,
mean annual exposure

NDC targets
Nationally Determined
Contributions (NDCs)

Green
Green / environmental
securities &
bonds
carbon pricing

Current renewables
production in primary
energy consumption
Renewable energy
consumption
Transition risk: Renewable electricity
mitigation and
output
energy security Electricity production
from coal sources

Fossil fuel energy
consumption

GHG intensity of
Backward
Gap
Both
SFDR
investee countries
looking
Freedom in the
world, Freedom
Backward
house, legislation
Gap
Both WB Sovereign ESG
looking
related to freedom
of information
Environment,
Backward
WB Naturefinance, and foreign Gap
Risk
looking
Related
ministries
Environment,
Backward
WB Naturefinance, and foreign Gap
Both
looking
Related
ministries
Share of bonds not
certified as green
under a future EU Gap/ Contemporar
Both
SFDR
act setting up an EU Neither
y
Green Bond
Standard
% of renewable
production in
Backward
Gap
Impact
EIB
primary energy
looking
consumption
% of total final
Backward
energy
Gap
Both WB Sovereign ESG
looking
consumption
% of total electricity
Backward
Gap
Both WB Sovereign ESG
output
looking
Backward
% of total
Gap
Both WB Sovereign ESG
looking
Communication
rights index,
Freedom of
Backward
Gap
Both WB Sovereign ESG
Academic and
looking
Cultural Expression,
WACC, GSod
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Biodiversity or
nature-related

Health and
Nutrition
Living
standards,
inequality, and
poverty
Access to
services

Total water
withdrawal and
Contemporar
WB NatureWater stress
Gap
Both
available renewable
y
Related
supply
In hectares and as a
Territorial and marine
Contemporar
WB Nature% of total territorial Hole
Both
protected areas
y
Related
area
Social
Backward
Hospital beds
per 1,000 people
Gap
Both WB Sovereign ESG
looking
Mortality rate, under-5 per 1,000 live births Neither

Backward
looking

Both WB Sovereign ESG

GINI index

World Bank
estimate

Neither

Backward
looking

Risk WB Sovereign ESG

Access to electricity

% of population

Gap

Backward
looking

Both WB Sovereign ESG

Backward
looking

Risk

WB Sovereign
ESG

Contempora
Both
ry

WB Sovereign
ESG

Governance
Government
and regulatory
effectiveness

Political
stability and
rule of law

Civil liberty
and human
rights

Government
effectiveness

Estimate

Gap

Regulatory quality

Estimate

Hole

Absence of
violence/terrorism

Estimate

Hole

Rule of law

Estimate, average
rule of law scoring

Gap

Contempora Impac
ry
t

WB Sovereign
ESG

Control of corruption

Estimate,
disclosed (not
perceived)

Hole

Contempora
Both
ry

WB Sovereign
ESG

Voice and
accountability

Estimate

Gap

Contempora
Both
ry

WB Sovereign
ESG

Freedom of expression

Estimate

Hole

Contempora Impac
ry
t

UNPRI / CFA

Freedom of information
and speech

Estimate

Hole

Contempora
Both
ry

PRI / CFA

Press freedom

Estimate

Gap

Contempora
Both
ry

PRI / CFA
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Backward
looking

Both

WB Sovereign
ESG

